The Witching Hour (Mount Bell Book 2)

Hazel really wants to fulfill her potential
and be the witch her Grandma always said
she could be. Unfortunately, though her
spells always work, they never quite work
the way theyre supposed to. Drake, the
hunky werewolf next door, has been
dutifully watching over Hazel for the local
coven. Hes not convinced shes a witch,
until she accidentally turns him into a dog.
Of all the indignities. Now shes got his
undivided attention, and my oh my how
shes grown up. Man, has Drake got an
appetite for a certain witch and its all for
her own good. After all, who ever heard of
a virgin witch? Such big teeth you have,
Drake. The better to eat you with, my dear
This title is available in print! Praise for
The Witching Hour The Witching Hour is
a wonderful little paranormal romance of
magic and giggles along the way. Marteeka
Karland has done a tremendous job -Jessica, Fallen Angel Reviews This is a
fast moving work. Hazel and Drakes living
situation in an apartment building full of
senior citizens has the potential for some
really funny moments, especially when
Drake is caught naked after his change by
one of the residents, theres a lot of life in
that group yet. The lecherous sheriff is well
done and gets his just desserts. This is a fun
story with very hot love scenes. -- Maura
Frankman, The Romance Studio Funny,
desirable and filled with wicked pleasure,
The Witching Hour will thrill your senses
while raising your temperature. Ms.
Karland has written of characters that
create a place where fantasy and pleasure
combine to give readers a fantastic story. I
would love to read more about this
hilarious world. So buy this book because
it will give you an insight into a world that
only exists in fantasy.
-- Sheryl,
Ecataromance
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